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The Biggest Birthday Party in Victoria
By ASH MARKS
Photos COLLETTE
LARK
Jack, Unit 201,
celebrated more
than just the new
year when his Unit
came together to
throw him his first
birthday party with
his friends!
Elias and Zaineb
recruited their
mates from Unit
202, who they
regularly camp
with, to assist in

the party planning.
They gathered
everyone to sing
Happy Birthday to
Jack, along with
14 cheers, before
handing him the
awesome presents
they’d brought with
them.
Could you
imagine celebrating
your birthday on
New Year’s Day with
7000 friends?
Just when
things couldn’t get
any more exciting

for the birthday boy,
he got to video chat
with his mum so
that she could see
his cool gifts and
all of his awesome
friends who
came together to
celebrate with him.

With a maccas
lunch and an
afternoon in Echuca
to follow, it’s safe
to say that Jack is
taking 2022 to the
next level.

MasterChef comes to the Arena
By LEO PAULSEN
Photo SETH
LOCKWOOD
We are pleased to
welcome former
2nd Caulfield
Venturer Dr. Sandro
Demaio to VicJam
on Tuesday. Sandro
is now the CEO of
VicHealth.
VicHealth is an
organisation that
helps keep Victorians
Healthy through
making positive
lifestyle choices
such as healthy
eating, exercise,
and enjoying the
outdoors – all stuff
we excel at!
Future Healthy is
a program they are
running to help find
out more about
what being healthy
means to young
people, so he is
keen to talk with us.

Sandro will be
joining us in the
Arena for Master
Chef with Ben
Bolton from Junior
MasterChef and the
fabulous Kelly
Crawford from Hi-5.
They will be
cooking a mystery box
live on stage using
the very same

equipment from your
own Unit kitchens
and food straight
from the VicJam
Supermarket.

Let’s all be
there at 6.30pm
to watch these
pros in action and
to up your food
game when you
are on duty patrol!

Ben Bolton, Unit 213; from Junior
MasterChef to duty patrol

Lime Cordiale
By TARA
ROYSTON
Photos ADAM
PATCHING and
COLLETTE LARK

The New Year’s
Day entertainment
brought more
than 800 Scouts
and Venturers to
the main arena.
Australian indie
rock band, Teenage

3

Dads, hyped the
audience up,
with good music
and audience
interaction.
Then the main
act, Lime Cordiale,
entered the stage
with the entire
crowd chanting
‘cordial, cordial’.
Throughout the
hour long show,
there were

many different
instruments played
including, guitars, a
trumpet, a clarinet,
and even a kazoo.
Lucy from Unit
239, says she
‘loves Lime Cordiale
and that it’s the
best ever’, while
Matilda from Unit
221 hadn’t heard of
them but enjoyed
their music.
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HAVE
YOUR
SAY!
Email stories,
photos and
questions for DLC to:
dlc@vicjam.com.au

NEW YEARS EVE

Mission Critical Info

“I’m about to set off 150 fireworks!”

Hidden things we’ve noticed around the camp

WHAT’S ON
tonight
VicJam Arena

7 .30 pm Motocross – Airtime FMX Team

Club EXP

7.45 pm Movie: Hunt for the Wilderpeople

Village Green
7 pm

VicJam Radio Night Shift;
Badge Club open

tomorrow

Activity Departures (Last Bus)
(Lunch pickup, 30 minutes before departure)
7.30 am Bicycle Adventure,
Underground Adventures,
Climate Captains
7.45 am Rock Climbing, Amazing Race
8 am
Echuca Explorer (Units 101-204)
8.15 am Hiking and Biking
8.30 am Paddle Away
8.45 am Funfields (Units 101-142)
9 am
Funfields (Units 201-246)
9.15 am Ski, Swim & Skim
9.30 am Echuca Explorer (Units 205-246)

Village Green

8- 9 am Coffee and food trucks open
9 am – 6 pm
Scout Shop
10 am – 9.30 pm My World – chill out zone.
10 am
Heritage and Badge Club open

By AMY GRAHAM
Photos DARCY
BONSER

VOX POP
Taking a pause
If your VicJam has been anything like mine
so far, it’s been all go go go. A lot of people
can find this a bit overwhelming, and it can
be useful to take a little time to pause and
let your body and mind calm down. Here’s
a five minute meditation routine that lots of
people find helpful:
• Find a place to sit that feels calm and
quiet to you.You can sit in a chair with your
feet on the floor, you can sit loosely crosslegged, you can kneel—all are fine. Just
make sure you are stable and in a position
you can stay in for a while. (It’s best not to
lie down – unless you want your meditation
to turn into a nap.)
• Focus on your breath. Follow the sensation
of your breath as it goes in and as it goes
out.
• Almost certainly, your attention will leave
the breath and wander to other places.
Don’t worry if your mind wanders. Just
return your attention to the breath.
• That’s it! That’s the practice. You focus your
attention, your mind wanders, you bring it
back, and you try to do it as kindly
as possible.

Favourite Side Quest on site
By RYAN HOLMES, Photos TED HUGHES

Tyson, Unit 212
Finding new spots to hangout and chill
with others

Samuel, Unit 220
Meeting with friends from
other units

William, Unit 236
Hanging out in camp, exploring
campsites and finding other camp hacks

tomorrow night
VicJam Arena

7.30 pm MasterChef and Magic

Club EXP

7.45 pm Movie: Spirited Away
The faith community bring opportunities
for spiritual development to VicJam.
Elmore Uniting Church Rev Brian Morgan
will be back for one-on-one chats on
Wednesday between 10 am-12 pm, and
our Jewish chaplain will be back on Friday
night at 6 pm. Scouts’ Own is being held on
Wednesday 5 pm, in the 2030 Youth Forum
shed.

James, Unit 240
Badge swapping with other
Units and eating

Kai, Unit 244
Standing in front of the mist fans to
cool down

Elmore Uniting Church Rev Brian Morgan

Ruby, Unit 229
Going to the village, buying
stuff and exploring

Watching other
people blow stuff
up is fun, but doing
it yourself is always
better.
Jai from Unit 211
had the once in a
lifetime opportunity
to press the button
for the VicJam New
Year’s Eve fireworks
display. Lucky Jai
was absolutely
speechless when
discovering he
had won the
Radio’s lunchtime
competition.
At 8:30pm, Jai
was briefed down
at the arena. “That
was probably the
longest 20 minutes
of my life, waiting in
the tower,” he said.
“I definetly had the
best seat in the
house.”
With all of
VicJam watching
on, Jai counted

down to 9pm with
his hand hovering
over the button.
“I’m about to set
off a 150 fireworks
and I can’t hear
you,” he told his
friends and family,
who were watching
the big moment
on FaceTime.
The power was

in his hands as
he pressed the
button, lighting up
the sky. “This is the
best thing I’ve ever
done!”
Jai will certainly
have a story to tell
when he gets home.
“Happy New Year to
all of VicJam!” from
a very excited Jai.

NYE Rave
By MELANIE SOKLEVSKI
Photos ADAM PATCHING & YODA
DJ Carew had hundreds of Scouts
celebrating the end of 2021 at VicJam
Arena.
Giant beach balls, music, lights, and
fireworks set the scene to say goodbye
to 2021 and welcome in 2022. Tutus,
glowsticks, and WildFire, the red dinosaur,
added to the party atmosphere.
Claire and Rosie, from Unit 222, were
excited to see the fireworks and ring in the
new year with all their Scouting friends.
Liam, of Unit 110, partied so hard he lost
his voice screaming and singing but said it
was “crazy fun,” dancing with his towel.
Everyone was treated to a fireworks
double-feature with the first spectacular
launching at 9pm and the main event
blasting off at the traditional midnight mark.
Bring on a bigger and brighter 2022 with
all the Scouting adventure it has to offer.

What is Active World?

Victoria helps out their neighbour

By GILL CARTER
Photo AYSHIA BEEKMAN

Story and photos by LACEY EWENSON

Down at Active World, Scouts can enjoy some high-energy fun
as they run through the fields playing laser tag and splat ball.
The games include survival matches with laser tag and capture
the flag with splat balls. Venturers working on the activity are
also encouraging the Scouts to challenge them to a competitive
match.
Kaelem from Leongatha Venturer Unit is helping out at Active
World. “We referee the games and do maintenance on the
equipment. We’re improving as we go and sometimes participating
in the activities with Scouts when there aren’t enough to fill out the
team.”
The games are receiving rave reviews from the Scouts. Flynn
from Unit 225 said, “It was skillful and tiring but really good fun.”
Olly from Unit 240 said, “It was a race against the sun! The splat
balls were the best because you got dirty.” Hayden from Unit 225
said, “I got shot in the ear but it didn’t hurt. I liked getting dirty
and having fun with my friends.” Lewis from Unit 225 said, “There
were splat balls hitting people in the head, I liked getting revenge
on my friend during the game.”
The Active World team has also figured out ways for Scouts
to beat the heat after the fun games, with plenty of water and a
refreshing Zooper Dooper.

Following on from what seems like an
eternity of COVID-19 lockdowns, Timothy
Minny has finally able to have his Queen’s
Scout Award presentation here at VicJam.
Tim is a New South Wales Venturer who is
lucky enough to be here with us at VicJam.
He has jumped through many different hoops
along the way, his first presentation being

cancelled due to lockdown, then Government
House was cancelled due to the ongoing
covid situation in New South Wales.
Tim was lucky enough to have the
Victorian Venturer team put together a
formal presentation at the Radio Station on
site. A live stream was organised for Tim’s
family and friends so they didn’t miss out.
We’d like to congratulate Timmy on all
his hard work.

From the left: Sharon Noonan, David Jacobs, Tim Minny, Rob Byrnes, Gary Steinhart,
Matthew Kusi, Phil Britt
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Down at the
beautiful off site
activity of Wet, Wild
& Windy, the Scouts
made a huge
splash in each of
the water-themed
bases. This is the
perfect way to
cool off in the heat
and it gives Scouts
the opportunity to
try activities such
as sailing, paddle
boarding, aqua
park and of course
the 10m tall, 30m
long and 420kg
beast that is the
inflatable water

a big splash at the
slide.
end and you want
Daisy from Unit
to go again!”
209 said “I had so
“Just look out there
much fun splashing
at the Scouts on
in the water with
the aqua park” said
my friends.” Patrick,
Davo Bryar, the
Alice and Mathena
Leader in charge
from Unit 239 all
of the event. “As
had a great time at
Leaders, we want
the paddle boards
to see the Scouts
and while sailing. “I
enjoy growing
paid my friend $4
up in a safe
to use the paddle
environment.”
board!” said Alice.
Cassie from Unit
229 is here for her
Jamboree.
second
She was most
excited about the
water slide: “It’s a
massive drop from
the top compared
to how it looks at
the bottom. Once
you go down there’s
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The DLC souvenir is a dust-free set
of the first nine issues PLUS a bonus
10th edition of the closing ceremony
and move out, in a presentation folder.
Just $29.95 including home delivery.
The only way to get it is by ordering
online at www.vicjam.com.au/merch
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Scout
Entrepreneurs
By AMY GRAHAM

New Year’s Day was Festival Day at Elmore, as the VicJam site received over 2000 visitors.
Activities were on pause and Units each set up a market stall to earn coveted J-Bucks
Scouts from Unit 124 hit the jackpot with a massive haul. With a final total of 2771
J-Bucks, they beat 2nd place by nearly double.
Their winning product was snow cones, a perfect choice for a burning hot day. Word
spread fast that chilly snow cones were available for two J-Bucks. Unit Leader Olli and PL
Mia shared their secrets to success.
“We wondered what would be fun for a hot day,” they said. “In fact, Unit 124 had no big
plan to win. Suddenly the money was just rolling in, we didn’t expect it.” However, it was no
easy task to keep making snow cones under heat and pressure. “We went through so many
bags of ice, it was crazy.”
Perhaps the key to Unit 124’s success was their delegation. “We had jobs for everyone. It
was a production line. We even had a marketing team go out and promote us.”
After being congratulated by the Chief Commissioner of Scouts Australia, Phil Harrison,
Unit 124 received forty $10 Scout Shop gift cards and 45 minutes of laser tag - awesome
prizes after a hard day’s work.
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A NEW DISTANCE RECORD

Festival Day brought us a new contender for the Scout travelling the longest distance to
VicJam.
Olivia is from Howard Springs Scouts, 25 minutes outside Darwin. She moved to the NT
a year ago after being a Joey and Cub at 1st Seymour. She was back in Victoria seeing her
grandparents and came to see what VicJam is all about.
When asked what’s different about Scouting in the NT, she said, “When we go swimming,
we have to look out for crocodiles.” A good reminder - if you’re visiting Darwin, remember
your croc-proof bathers.

PHOTOS

1: Olivia dropped into VicJam from the NT.
2: Tom from 142 (and the State Scout
Council).
3: 245’s Froggles.
4: 124 celebrate their win.
5: 109 serve bubble tea.
6: Getting cool at 224’s ice bucket.
7: But maybe a bit too cold.
8: Oakley of 136 with his sister Finnley.
9: Odyan of 123 shows off his shooting skills
10: Julia, 103, gets a henna decoration from
Alice and Ena, 104

11: Caitlyn’s (118) grandma spends a J-Buck
to throw sponges at her.
12: 118’s Splat-a-Scout stall.
13: 245 count their J-Bucks
14: Caelan, Eloise, Leonard and Aliyah of 127
15: Coco and Tahlia of 134.
16: Amelia of 140: ‘The pet rocks are piratethemed, like our Unit.’
17: Mya, Alexander and Jordyn from 133 with
their J-Bucks.
18: 139 sell trinkets to unsuspecting Cubs.

12

15

13
14

16

17

18

Photos: VANESSA HAM, RYAN HOLMES, CADEL McCOLL, ANDREW ‘YODA’ McGRAIL,
MELANIE SOKLEVSKI, JAYNE TRAVAN, IAN WOFF.
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Ask the Moderator

VicJam Easter Eggs

Hidden things we’ve noticed around the camp

Why is it so hot?
Tom W, Venturer
This is top secret,
but we’ve done it to
sell more drinks and
ice-creams.

Paper Delay
By GAVIN WHITE
Photo JACKSON
ISTED
Sorry we were late
on Saturday. The

Stories from the gateways

paper normally
arrives onsite at 4
am (Service people
get it at breakfast,
Scout Units before
lunch). But when

the van broke down
in Tungamah, DLC’s
Chief Metadata
Engineer Jackson
Isted went on
four-hour rescue
mission to bring the
paper back in his
car. Thanks for the
action, Jackson.

How did VicJam
not get cancelled
by Covid?
Ryde F, Unit 225
Because Rod said
so.

By GILL CARTER
Photos YODA

Unit 118 Finlay, Tilly, Abbey, Evy
Led by Finlay, this Unit took inspiration for
their unique badge from Lilo & Stitch as well
as outer space. On their shirts you’ll find
Stitch on a space-going surfboard, and a
planet-bound platypus

Unit 104 Alice

Alice had the great idea to make a giant,
hot pink blobfish named Giuseppe to be
her Unit’s gateway. “It took 2 days of work
to build and 4 people to spray paint the
blobfish” said Alice. Giuseppe can also be
spotted on Unit 104’s t-shirts.

Exclusive photo by
JACKSON ISTED

Scout strategies for cooling off

Why can’t I have a
duck?
Charli, 202
I am sick of JSLs
telling Scouts they
can’t bring ducks to
VicJam. We have
banks of chargers
in the Scout Shop,
and when your
duck is flat, you
just swap if for a
charged one.

Where do
they print the
newspapers?
Jarrod M, Unit 225
Newspaper World.
How would you sum
up your life in one
sentence?
Max, Unit 226
Born at an early
age, my life goal
is to be a child
prodigy.
What is the
weather like in
Sweden?
Nobody, Unit
Nowhere
Cloudy with
a chance of
meatballs.
Do the Cubs have
to come?
Matilda, 244
We love Cubs!
They grow up to
be Scouts. And
Venturers. And
DLATS.

Should VicJam
make PJs and call
them Vic Jammies?
Dominic, Unit 113
Due to postal
delays, they’ll arrive
in August. Are you
OK to hang around
Sub-Camp 1 till
then?
Will we get
in trouble for
bombarding Unit
109 with hot bacon
and tomato pies?
Toby, 103
Not if they give their
signed consent.
There’s probably
a special form for
this. Check with
Daniella Taglieri.
Can we ask Admin
for 30 hot bacon
and tomato pies?
Andreas, 103
Sure! You can
also ask Catering
for lanyards, and
Marketing for more
buses. Good luck.

If you eat non-toxic
paint will you die?
Aleks, Unit 128
It’s a terrible
ending, but a really
glossy finish.

Who is the
Moderator?
Genevieve, Unit
242
I am not a who, I
am a what.

What happens if
you leave a plastic
bottle in the sun?
Desmond, Unit 128
One of the good
Scouts picks it up.

Why is the food so
bad?
Julian, 234
Just curious, do
you know Ian from
Northern Region?

What colour is blue?
Jenna, 202
I love the smell of
blue.

Have you eaten a
cow?
Noah, Unit 217
Don’t be silly. Half a
cow is my PB.

Can I be so
sunburnt my skin
turns to charcoal?
Cooper, Unit 128
Interesting. Let us
know how it goes.
Is Cooper going to
be in the paper?
Luca, Unit 128
No. (We don’t want
to encourage him.)

What do you think
of Shrek?
Hecter, Unit 217
I don’t think about
Shrek at all.
Do you need a
license to drive a
buggy?
Tara, Venturer
No. You just need to
look important.

By GILL CARTER
Photo ADAM PATCHING
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&
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Daily
Doggo

Teddy -

a saving grace for Chris
By TARA ROYSTON
Photo HANNAH TOOLEY

Ella and Lileigh from Unit 126 enjoying the
misting fan.

Can you decode the message on
the Unit 241 shirt?

Teddy is a 14-month-old Australian
Shepherd Service Dog.
Teddy has been with his owner for 4
weeks and helps him with PTSD from his
time in the army. He is also trained to help
his owner avoid danger, such as busy roads.
His owner, Chris, is a carer at unit 221,
they are both here for the duration of
VicJam.
If you see him getting about, feel free to
pat him, but just remember to ask Chris first.

Scouts or Guides?
By RUBY-JANE,
Unit 138
A long time ago
when my brothers
started Joeys, I
started Girl Guides.
I was a Girl Guide
for about six years
and completed all
of the challenge
badges and my B-P
award.
When my
brothers went
to Cuboree in
April 2021, I was
disappointed that I
wasn’t going.
Then Sebi
moved up to Scouts
and started talking
about VicJam.

That’s when I made
the best decision
I have ever made
and moved over
to Scouts. I have
loved every minute
of being a Scout.
Although we
have had lots of
lockdowns, we
have still managed
to go camping,
bike riding, indoor
abseiling, canoeing,
outdoor cooking
and loads more!
One of my
highlights so far
was being the
co-designer of the
15 years of Scouts
growing in Victoria
badge.

I am so happy
to be at VicJam!
I’m in 1st Belmont
and have awesome
leaders. Although
I loved Girl Guides,
I think I’m qualified
to confirm that …
Yes! Scouts is better
than Guides!
THE
MODERATOR
SAYS: Ruby-Jane,
we love Guides too.
But we’re really
glad you joined
Scouts and got to
VicJam. We hope
more kids enjoy
Scouts AND Guides.

Congratulations to the happy couple

Tech World

By TARA ROYSTON and AMELIA COLLINS
Photos LACEY EWENSON

By GILL CARTER
Photos RYAN
HOLMES

Venturers Amy and Christopher, both 17, were “married” on the
December 30, during a 20 minute ceremony.
They met at Bay Park Bash three weeks ago. Or in the celebrant’s
words: “They have spent weeks getting to know each other and now
we bear witness to what their relationship has become.”
Amy said that “it was love at first sight” and Christopher said that
Amy “makes me smile.”
The ceremony was held in the Venturer Frat Tent, with more than
100 Venturers, even some Leaders attending. The bride and groom
both wore wedding attire; Christopher in a full black suit and Amy
walked down the aisle in her camp blanket then revealed her dress
underneath.
The celebrant read out their vows and ring pledges, and the
ceremony concluded with a kiss, first dance,
and speeches.
Overall, it was a lovely ceremony and
everyone hopes that the lovely couple will
last longer than VicJam.

How do clouds
taste?
Caleb, Unit 217
They don’t. Sadly
they can only see,
smell, hear and
touch.

Is TopGear 2020
ever going to
happen?
Jenna, 202
Yes, the STEM
people are working
on a time machine
to go back.
What are some
questions I
shouldn’t ask?
Liam, 214
Unanswerable
ones.

Send your
questions, news and
photos to
dlc@vicjam.com.au
Or drop in to the offices
of DLC.

battles, using
robots built from
Vex, which is like
advanced Lego.
The 3D printers
let Scouts create
their own custom
woggles with
their name on it, a
fantastic souvenir
from such an
exciting activity
base.

By LACEY EWENSON
Hi Scouts!,

A hot tip from Admin - take a photo of
your VicJam ID and make it your phone’s
lockscreen.
That will make it more likely to make its way
home if you lose it.
DLC - Don’t Lick Cubs | Monday, January 3, 2022

What is the best
way to cool down
on a hot day at
Jamboree?
Silas, Unit 119.
For $1, Unit 224 will
let you put your
head in a bucket of
dirty water. (Photos
pp4-5)

Can we get revenge
if someone sets a
tent up at 11pm at
night?
Thomas, 103
Yes, you should set
up one at 11.30 pm.

Attention 14 year old Venturers!

Ruby-Jane’s journey to VicJam
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Ever wanted to
use an electron
scanning
microscope or a 3D
printer? Tech World
is the place to go.
The scanning
electron microscope
sends a beam
of electrons at
VicJam’s very own
golden moth. That
is, a moth covered
in layer of gold 1-2
atoms thick.
The moth lives in
an air conditioned
room - which
would be handy, if
it wasn’t already
dead.

Living creatures,
such as the Scouts
visiting Tech World,
may find the
climate controlled
room a cool place
to visit.
With the
holographic
microscope’s green
laser, Scouts can
see a 3D image
of their own cheek
cells. No news yet
on whether the
results change
if you haven’t
brushed your teeth
since getting on the
bus to VicJam.
At the robot
station, teams
of Scouts can
challenge each
other to robot

What happens if
you get COVID-19?
Isabella, Venturer
You go to Isolation
World.

Are you 14 or older and looking for your
next adventure in Scouting?
Come see what the Venturer Section has to
offer at our sub camp any night after dinner.
We have a really awesome frat tent with
games, a canteen, and cooling mist fans.

We cannot wait to see you there!
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LoL

Legless

6 PEOPLE WHO
Have alternate modes of transport
Interviews and photos VANESSA HAM and HANNAH TOOLEY

Photo MELANIE SOKLEVSKI
A treasured member of the Skeletal
Wombats, Skully, lost a leg on move in day.
If a doctor or an archaeologist could spare
some time to reattach Skully’s leg please
help out at Unit 233.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for today
Turning 12

Kaitlin, Unit 141

Jon McGregor, executive
manager, Scouts Victoria

Turning 13

Four wheels bad, two wheels good

Turning 14

Jayden, Unit 204

Callum, Unit 238
Off to the supermarket

Kaitlin, Unit 141
Ethan, Unit 102
Hugh, Unit 219

“Hey there dad bod.”

Piggy Backing is only fun if you’re not
the one carrying the other!

Turning 15

Hamish, Unit 129

Turning 18+

Jason Hagens,
Security

Ollie, Vaness, Skully, Thomas, Isaac from
Unit 233
“My favourite genre of rock is Sweden!”

Cerys and Phoebe, Unit 239

Inara, Unit 110
Jasmine, Unit 216
Micah, Unit 212
Nakita, Unit 235
Peter, Unit 205

“Is Cadel here? Can he please bring his
dirty clothes to his dad?”

Visitor for dinner
The smallest visitor to Unit 127 is this baby
rabbit kitten that checked out their dining
shelter.

“Okay, but being gay is just too cliche.”

Wombat, Unit 224
Just hanging out. Where’s
the water?

“It’s not like the bikes in Amsterdam.”

Anna Debattista of Unit 127 loves
a good mud run.
Photo STEPHEN PEMBERTON

Adam and Greg
Jamboree has been very inclusive
and accessible for people in
wheelchairs.

Shirt Fail

Nicolas Herrmann,
service leader

By AMELIA COLLINS
Photo MELANIE SOKLEVSKI

Giving people some chill

Unit 209 Scout Sophie went through a lot of
ideas before landing on the design for their
Unit shirt: a pink donut with their Unit name
on a baby blue background.
The manufacturer said, “We don’t
have that exact shade but we do have
one a little darker.” A little darker was an
understatement!

Mission Log #4:

By CAMP_CRASHER_22
A two day timed expansion pack has
been added so we’re heading to a new
map!
Our team chose the Urban DLC level.
We were transported to a training hub to
complete the tutorial and unlock the skill
points we’d need for the next level.
Using our new abilities, we unlocked

a spawn point that took us to the larger
map that was FILLED with NPCs! Other
teams were navigating around as well,
but the VicJam team shirts meant they
weren’t hard to recognise.
This level was filled with visual glitches
to hunt down and scan – with XP gained
from every base we hit.
It was a really cool change of pace to
spend two days exploring a new map.

Malinka, Sophie, Luca, and Oscar with their donut shirt fail
designed by Sophie
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